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Abstract. In a previous paper [21], the authors obtained tube formulas for certain fractals
under rather general conditions. Based on these formulas, we give here a characterization
of Minkowski measurability of a certain class of self-similar tilings and self-similar sets.
Under appropriate hypotheses, self-similar tilings with simple generators (more precisely,
monophase generators) are shown to be Minkowski measurable if and only if the associated
scaling zeta function is of nonlattice type. Under a natural geometric condition on the
tiling, the result is transferred to the associated self-similar set (i.e., the fractal itself). Also,
the latter is shown to be Minkowski measurable if and only if the associated scaling zeta
function is of nonlattice type.

1. Introduction
Let A be a bounded subset in Euclidean space Rd . For 0 ≤ α ≤ d, we denote by
λd (Aε )
Mα (A) := lim+ d−α
(1.1)
ε→0
ε
the α-dimensional Minkowski content of A whenever this limit exists (as a value in [0, ∞]).
Here λd denotes the Lebesgue measure in Rd and
Aε := {x ∈ Rd : d(x, A) ≤ ε}

(1.2)

is the ε-parallel set of A (where d(x, A) := inf{kx − ak : a ∈ A} is the Euclidean distance
of x to the set A). A is called Minkowski measurable (of dimension α), if Mα (A) exists
and satisfies 0 < Mα (A) < ∞. The question whether a set A is Minkowski measurable
of some dimension α has received considerable attention in the past. One motivation for
studying this notion is the suggestion by Mandelbrot in [30], to use it as a characteristic
for the texture of sets [29, §X]. Mandelbrot called the number 1/Mα (A) the lacunarity of
a set A and observed that for sets in R small lacunarity corresponds to spatial homogeneity
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of the set, i.e. small, uniformly distributed holes, while large lacunarity corresponds to
clustering and large holes between different clusters; see also [2, 12, 28] and [27, §12.1.3].
The notion of Minkowski content attracted even more attention in connection with the
(modified) Weyl–Berry conjecture (as formulated in [16])1 , proved for subsets of R in 1993
by Lapidus and Pomerance [23]. It establishes a relation between the spectral asymptotics
of the Laplacian on a bounded open set and the Minkowski content of its boundary. A
key step towards this result is the characterization of Minkowski measurability of compact
subsets of R (or equivalently, of fractal strings) obtained in [23] (and given a new proof
in [9] and more recently in [35]). In particular, this led to a reformulation of the Riemann
hypothesis in terms of an inverse spectral problem for fractal strings; see [18].
In one dimension, the Minkowski content of a set is completely determined by the
sequence of the lengths of its complementary intervals; cf. [23] or [9]. In particular, the
geometric arrangement of the intervals is irrelevant, in sharp contrast to the situation for the
Hausdorff measure. Such sequences of lengths are nowadays known as fractal strings and
have become an independent object of study with numerous applications, e.g. in spectral
geometry and number theory; see [27, 28] and the references therein. In particular, they allowed the introduction and the development of a rigourous theory of complex dimensions.
One recent focus of research are generalizations of the theory to higher dimensions.
A natural analogue to a fractal string, which can also be viewed as a collection of disjoint
open intervals (or as a collection of scaled copies of a generating interval), are the fractal
sprays introduced in [24]. A fractal spray T = {T i } is a collection of pairwise disjoint
scaled copies T i , i ∈ N of a bounded open set G in Rd . The associated scaling ratios
– arranged in nonincreasing order – form a fractal string. The set G is referred to as the
generator of T . Fractal sprays naturally arise in connection with iterated function systems.
A tiling of the convex hull (or, more generally, of some feasible open set from the open
set condition) of a self-similar set was constructed in [31, 32, 33]. This tiling consists of
a countable collection of scaled copies of some generator and is thus a fractal spray. Such
self-similar tilings can be used to decompose the ε-parallel set of a self-similar set F and to
derive in this way a tube formula for F, i.e. a formula describing the volume V(Fε ) of the
parallel sets Fε as a function of the parallel radius ε; we refer to Section 2 for more details.
An essential step towards such tube formulas for self-similar sets are tube formulas for
self-similar tilings (or, more generally, fractal sprays) T , which describe the inner parallel
S
volume V(T, ε) of the union set T := i T i , that is the volume


.
ε ≥ 0,
(1.3)
V(T, ε) := λd {x ∈ T .. dist(x, T c ) ≤ ε} ,
as a sum of residues of some associated zeta function which is a generating function of
the geometry of the tiling. Tube formulas for fractal sprays have first been obtained in
[31, 19, 20, 21], generalizing the tube formulas for fractal strings in [27, 28] to higher
dimensions. The topic has been pursued in [6, 7, 8, 15, 25, 26]. We refer to Section 3 for
more details; see also Remark 5.6 in particular.
One particular application of such formulas is the characterization of Minkowski measurability. In one dimension it is well known that a self-similar set is Minkowski measurable if and only if it is nonlattice; see [27] and [28, §8.4]. (See also [23, 17, 9] for partial
results, along with Remark 5.5.) For subsets in Rd , d ≥ 2, this is an open conjecture, see
e.g. [17, Conj. 3] and [27, Rem. 12.19]. It was partially answered by Gatzouras [13], who
1We refer to Berry’s papers [3, 4] for the original Weyl–Berry conjecture and its physical applications. For
early mathematical work on this conjecture and its modifications, see [5, 16, 17, 23, 11, 24], for example. See
also [27, §12.5] for a more extensive list of later work.
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proved that nonlattice self-similar sets in Rd are Minkowski measurable. Therefore, it essentially remains to show the nonmeasurability in the lattice case, which, for subsets of R,
can be proved using tube formulas (as in [27, §8.4.2]). With these results in mind, in both
[20, Cor. 8.5] and [21, Rem. 4.4 and §8.4], the authors alluded to the fact that several results
concerning Minkowski measurability follow almost immediately from the tube formulas;
see also [20, Rem. 10.6]. The purpose of this paper is to supply the missing arguments for
the special case of self-similar tilings with monophase generators and for self-similar sets
possessing such tilings. More specifically, we give precise geometric conditions, the most
restrictive of them being the existence of a polynomial expansion for the inner parallel
volume of the generator, under which the lattice-nonlattice dichotomy of Minkowski measurabilty carries over to higher dimensions. The question of Minkowski measurability of
self-similar sets and tilings with more general generators will be considered in [22] using
the general pointwise tube formulas derived in [21].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the construction of selfsimilar tilings and what it means for a generator of such a tiling to be monophase. In
Section 3, we recall those tube formulas from [21] needed for the proof of our main results
on Minkowski measurability, which are then formulated and proved in Section 4 for selfsimilar tilings and in Section 5 for the associated self-similar sets.
2. Self-similar tilings and their generators
All notations and notions used in the sequel are described in detail in [21]; for the
general theory of fractals strings and complex dimensions, we refer to [27].
Let {Φ1 , . . . , ΦN }, N ≥ 2 be an iterated function system (IFS), where each Φn is a
contractive similarity mapping of Rd with scaling ratio rn ∈ (0, 1). For A ⊆ Rd , we write
SN
Φ(A) := n=1
Φn (A). The self-similar set F generated by the IFS {Φ1 , . . . , ΦN } is the
unique compact and nonempty solution of the fixed-point equation F = Φ(F) ; cf. [14]. The
fractal F is also called the attractor of {Φ1 , . . . , ΦN }. We study the geometry of the attractor
by studying the geometry of a certain tiling of its complement, which is constructed via
the IFS as follows.
The construction of a self-similar tiling requires the IFS to satisfy the open set condition and a nontriviality condition.
Definition 2.1. A self-similar system {Φ1 , . . . , ΦN } (or its attractor F) satisfies the
open set condition (OSC) if and only if there is a nonempty open set O ⊆ Rd such that
Φn (O) ⊆ O,

n = 1, 2, . . . , N

Φn (O) ∩ Φm (O) = ∅ for n , m.

(2.1)
(2.2)

In this case, O is called a feasible open set for {Φ1 , . . . , ΦN } (or F); cf. [14, 10, 1].
Definition 2.2. A self-similar set F satisfying OSC is said to be nontrivial if there
exists a feasible open set O such that
O * Φ(O) ,

(2.3)

where O denotes the closure of O; otherwise, F is called trivial.
This condition is needed to ensure that the set O \ Φ(O) in Definition 2.4 is nonempty.
It turns out that nontriviality is independent of the particular choice of the set O. It is shown
in [33] that F is trivial if and only if it has interior points, which amounts to the following
characterization of nontriviality:
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Proposition 2.3 ([33, Cor. 5.4]). Let F ⊆ Rd be a self-similar set satisfying OSC. Then
F is nontrivial if and only if F has Minkowski dimension strictly less than d.
All self-similar sets considered here are assumed to be nontrivial, and the discussion
of a self-similar tiling T implicitly assumes that the corresponding attractor F is nontrivial
and satisfies OSC.
Denote the set of all finite words formed by the alphabet {1, . . . , N} by
∞
[
W :=
{1, . . . , N}k .
(2.4)
k=0

For any word w = w1 w2 . . . wn ∈ W, let rw := rw1 · . . . · rwn and Φw := Φw1 ◦ · · · ◦ Φwn . In
particular, if w ∈ W is the empty word, then rw = 1 and Φw = Id.
Definition 2.4. (Self-similar tiling) Let O be a feasible open set for {Φ1 , . . . , ΦN }.
Denote the connected components of the open set O \ Φ(O) by Gq , q ∈ Q, where we
assume Q is finite. The sets Gq are called the generators of the tiling. Then the self-similar
tiling T associated with the IFS {Φ1 , . . . , ΦN } and O is the set
.

T (O) := {Φw (Gq ) .. w ∈ W, q ∈ Q}.

(2.5)

We order the words w(1) , w(2) , . . . of W in such a way that the sequence L = {` j }∞j=1
given by ` j := rw( j) , j = 1, 2, . . ., is nonincreasing.
The terminology “self-similar tiling” comes from the fact (proved in [33, Thm. 5.7])
that T (O) is an open tiling of O in the following sense: The tiles Φw (Gg ) in T (O) are
pairwise disjoint open sets and the closure of their union is the closure of O, that is,
[ [
Φw (Gq ) .
O=
q∈Q

w∈W

This clarifies that a self-similar tiling (with a single generator) is just a specially constructed fractal spray. (With more than one generator, it is, in fact, a collection of fractal
sprays, each with the same fractal string L = {` j }∞j=1 and a different generator Gq , q ∈ Q. It
S
may also be viewed as a fractal spray generated on the union set q∈Q Gq , as the connectedness of the generator is not a requirement for fractal sprays.)
Remark 2.5. For self-similar tilings with more than one generator, one can consider
each generator independently, and a tube formula of the whole tiling is then given by the
sum of the expressions derived for each single generator. Thus, there is no loss of generality
in considering only the case of a single generator, which we will denote by G in the sequel.
See, however, Remark 4.10 and Remark 5.5 for further discussion of this issue.
Definition 2.6. For any bounded open set G ⊆ Rd let g > 0 be the inradius (the
maximal radius of a metric ball contained in the set), and denote the volume of the inner
.
ε-parallel set G−ε := {x ∈ G .. d(x, Gc ) ≤ ε} by V(G, ε), for any ε ≥ 0.
A Steiner-like representation of V(G, ε) is an expression of the form
V(G, ε) =

d
X

κk (G, ε)εd−k ,

for 0 < ε ≤ g,

(2.6)

k=0

where for each k = 0, 1, . . . , d, the coefficient function κk (G, ·) is a real-valued function on
(0, g] that is bounded on [ε0 , g] for every fixed ε0 ∈ (0, g]. Note that Steiner-like representations are not unique. G is said to be monophase if and only if there is a Steiner-like
representation for G in which the coefficients κk (G, ε) are constant, i.e., independent of ε.
In this case, we write the coefficients in (2.8) as κk (G) instead of κk (G, ε). In other words,
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Figure 2.1. From top to bottom: the Koch curve tiling, the Sierpinski gasket tiling, and
the Sierpinski carpet tiling. In each of these examples, the set O is the interior of the convex
hull of F, and the generator G is monophase. The Koch curve tiling does not satisfy the
compatibility criterion (the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1) but the other two examples do.

G is monophase, if, in the interval [0, g], V(G, ·) can be represented as a polynomial of
degree at most d. Since one always has limε→0+ V(G, ε) = 0, it follows that κd (G) = 0 in
the monophase case. Moreover, a monophase representation is unique in case it exists. See
also Remark 5.6.
Remark 2.7. Some examples of self-similar tilings associated to familiar fractal sets
are shown in Figure 2.1. In each case, there is a single monophase generator. At the
time of writing, there is no known characterization of monophase generators in terms of
N
the self-similar system {Φn }n=1
. However, it is known from [15] that a convex polytope
d
in R is monophase (with Steiner-like function of class C d−1 ) iff it admits an inscribed
d-dimensional Euclidean ball (i.e., a d-ball tangent to each facet). This includes regular
polygons in R2 and regular polyhedra in Rd , as well as all triangles and higher-dimensional
simplices. Furthermore, it was recently shown in [15] that (under mild conditions), any
convex polyhedron in Rd (d ≥ 1) is pluriphase, thereby resolving in the affirmative a
conjecture made in [19, 20, 21]. Recall from [20, 21] that a set is said to be pluriphase iff
it admits a Steiner-like representation which is piecewise polynomial, i.e., that (0, g) can
be partitioned into finitely many intervals with κk (G, ε) constant on each interval. We refer
to [15] for further relevant interesting results.

3. Zeta functions and fractal tube formulas
From now on, let T = T (O) be a self-similar tiling associated with the self-similar
N
system {Φn }n=1
and some fixed open set O. (We suppress dependence on O when the
context precludes confusion.) We refer to the fractal F as the self-similar set associated to
T . Without loss of generality, we continue to assume that there is only a single generator
N
N
(see Remark 2.5). We may also assume that the scaling ratios {rn }n=1
of {Φn }n=1
are indexed
in descending order, so that
0 < rN ≤ · · · ≤ r2 ≤ r1 < 1.

(3.1)
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Note that there exist σ− , σ+ ∈ R such that
N
X
0<
rnσ < 1,
for all

σ− < σ < σ+ .

(3.2)

n=1

Definition 3.1. For a self-similar tiling T , the scaling zeta function ζL is the meromorphic extension to all of C of the function defined by
1
ζL (s) =
for σ− < Re(s) < σ+ .
(3.3)
PN s ,
1 − n=1
rn
The reader familiar with [27], [20], or [21] will notice that (3.3) is the special case of
the geometric zeta function of an (ordinary) fractal string when the string is self-similar;
see [27, Thm. 2.9] (or [20, Thm. 4.7]).
Definition 3.2. The tubular zeta function of a self-similar tiling with a monophase
generator is
 d−1


εd−s ζL (s) X g s−k

(3.4)
ζT (ε, s) = ζT,tail (ε, s) =
(d − k)κk (G) .
d−s
s−k
k=0
Definition 3.3. The set DL of scaling complex dimensions of T consists precisely of
the poles of (3.3); that is,
. PN
DL := {s ∈ C .. n=1
(3.5)
rns = 1}.
We define the set DT of complex dimensions of the self-similar tiling T to be
DT := DL ∪ {0, 1, . . . , d}.

(3.6)

The following definition is excerpted from [27, §5.3].
Definition 3.4. Let D < ∞ denote the abscissa of convergence of ζL (see Remark 4.3),
and choose f : R → (−∞, D] to be a bounded Lipschitz continuous function. The screen
.
is Sf = { f (t) + it .. t ∈ R}, the graph of f with the axes interchanged. Here and henceforth,
√
we denote the imaginary unit by i := −1. The screen is thus a vertical contour in C. The
region to the right of the screen is the set Wf , called the window:
.

Wf := {z ∈ C .. Re z ≥ f (Im z)}.

(3.7)

For a given string L, we always choose f so that Sf avoids DL and such that ζL can be
meromorphically continued to an open neighborhood of Wf . We also assume (as above)
that sup f ≤ D, that is, f (t) ≤ D for every t ∈ R. The visible complex dimensions are those
scaling complex dimensions which lie in the window; this is denoted by
DL (Wf ) := DL ∩ Wf .

(3.8)

For the remainder of the paper, we will suppress dependence on f and write simply S = Sf
and W = Wf for the screen and window.
In [21, Thm. 4.1], a rather general pointwise tube formula (with and without error
term) has been formulated for fractal sprays, which strengthens and extends the distributional tube formulas obtained in [20, 19] and generalizes the tube formulas for fractal strings in [27] to higher dimensions. Various other versions (more specific and more
explicit) have been derived from this general tube formula in [21], in particular for selfsimilar tilings. For this note, we only need a formula with error term formulated in [21,
Cor. 5.13] for self-similar tilings with a single monophase generator; recall the definition
of T and V(T, ε) from (1.3).
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Theorem 3.5 (Fractal tube formula, with error term, [21, Cor. 5.13]). Let T be a selfsimilar tiling as defined above with a single monophase generator G ⊆ Rd , let L = {` j }∞j=1
be the associated fractal string. Let S be a screen which avoids the integer dimensions
{0, 1, . . . , d} and for which the visible poles of the tubular zeta function are simple (which
implies that DL (W) and {0, 1, . . . , d} are disjoint). Then, for all ε ∈ (0, g], we have the
following pointwise formula:
X
X
V(T, ε) =
cω εd−ω +
ck εd−k + R(ε) ,
(3.9)
ω∈DL (W)

k∈{0,1,...,d}∩W

where the coefficients cω and ck appear in the residues of ζT at the visible complex and
integer dimensions, respectively, and are explicitly given by
res (ζL (s); ω) X gω−k (d − k)
κk (G),
d−ω
ω−k
k=0
d−1

cω :=

ck := κk (G)ζL (k),

for ω ∈ DL (W), and

(3.10)

for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}.

(3.11)

Furthermore, the error term in (3.9) is
1
R(ε) =
2πi

Z

ζT (ε, s) ds,

(3.12)

S

and is estimated by R(ε) = O(εd−sup f ) as ε → 0+ , where f is the function defining S .
Remark 3.6. An exposition of some of the main results of [20, 21, 31, 32, 33, 22]
(including Theorem 3.5) can be found in [19] and [27, §13.1].
4. Minkowski measurability results for self-similar tilings
Now we are going to discuss the question of Minkowski measurability for self-similar
tilings. We start by clarifying the notion of Minkowski content for such tilings. As in (1.3),
S
we write V(T, ε) for the inner parallel volume of the open set T , where T := R∈T R is the
union set of the tiles of T (which are open sets by definition).
Definition 4.1 (Minkowski content and dimension). Let T be a self-similar tiling (or
a fractal spray) in Rd and let 0 ≤ α ≤ d. If the limit
Mα (T ) := lim+ ε−(d−α) V(T, ε),
ε→0

(4.1)

exists (as a value in [0, ∞]), then this number is called the α-dimensional Minkowski content of T . Similarly as for sets, T is said to be Minkowski measurable (of dimension α), if
Mα (T ) exists and satisfies 0 < Mα (T ) < ∞. Furthermore, the Minkowski dimension of T
is the real number dim MT ∈ [0, d] given by
.

dim MT := inf{α ≥ 0 .. Mα (T ) = 0}.

(4.2)

It is obvious that Minkowski measurability of dimension α implies that dim MT = α.
In analogy with the average Minkowski content for sets or fractal strings, see e.g. [27,
Def. 8.29], the next definition will be useful in the case of lattice self-similar tilings, when
the Minkowski content does not exist.
Definition 4.2 (Average Minkowski content). Let T be a self-similar tiling (or fractal
spray) in Rd and 0 ≤ α ≤ d. If the limit
Z 1
1
dε
Mα (T ) := lim
ε−(d−α) V(T, ε)
(4.3)
b→∞ log b 1/b
ε
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exists in [0, ∞], then Mα (T ) is called the α-dimensional average Minkowski content of
T . The generic term average Minkowski content refers to the (only interesting) case when
0 < Mα (T ) < ∞ for α = dim MT .
Remark 4.3 (Various incarnations of D). We use the symbol D to denote the abscissa
of convergence of ζL :
.

D := inf{Re(s) .. |ζL (s)| < ∞}.

(4.4)

This abscissa is analogous to the radius of convergence of a power series; the Dirichlet
P
series ∞j=1 ` sj converges if and only if Re(s) > D, in which case it converges absolutely. It
is clear from (3.2) that D exists and is both positive and finite.
It follows from [27, Thm. 3.6] that D is a simple pole of ζL and that D is the only pole
of ζL (i.e., the only scaling complex dimension of T ) which lies on the positive real axis.
Furthermore, it coincides with the unique real solution of (3.5), often called the similarity
dimension of F and denoted by δ(F). Since F satisfies OSC, D also coincides with the
Minkowski and Hausdorff dimension of F, denoted by dim M F and dimH F, respectively.
(For this last statement, see [14], as described in [10, Thm. 9.3].) Moreover, it is clear that
D > 0 since N ≥ 2, and that D ≤ d; in fact, Proposition 2.3 implies D < d. In summary,
we have
0<D<d

and

D = δ(F) = dim M F = dimH F.

(4.5)

In Theorem 4.8 below we establish that also dim MT coincides with these numbers.
The following result is an immediate consequence of [27, Thm. 3.6], which provides
the structure of the complex dimensions of self-similar fractal strings (even for the case
when D may be larger than 1).
Proposition 4.4 (Lattice/nonlattice dichotomy, see [20, §4.3]).
(Lattice case). When there is an r > 0 such that each scaling ratio rn can be written as
rn = rkn for some integer kn , then the scaling complex dimensions lie periodically on finitely
.
many vertical lines, including the line Re s = D. This means that {Re(s) .. s ∈ DL } is a
finite set, and there is a number p > 0 (called the oscillatory period) such that for any
integer m ∈ Z, s + imp ∈ DL whenever s ∈ DL . Consequently, there are clearly infinitely
many complex dimensions with real part D.
(Nonlattice case). Otherwise, the scaling complex dimensions are quasiperiodically distributed (as described in [27, §3]) and s = D is the only complex dimension with real part
D. However, there exists an infinite sequence of simple scaling complex dimensions approaching the line Re s = D from the left. In the generic nonlattice case (that is, when the
.
distinct scaling ratios generate a group of maximal rank), the set {Re s .. s ∈ DL } appears
to be dense in finitely many compact subintervals of [σ− , σ+ ], where σ− , σ− are as in (3.2);
cf. [27, §3.7.1].
The proof of Theorem 4.8 below is based on this lattice/nonlattice dichotomy; see also
[21, Prop. 5.5] or [27, §3].
Remark 4.5. It follows from [27, Thm. 3.6] that in the lattice case, each scaling complex dimension (i.e., each pole ω of ζL ) has the same multiplicity (and Laurent expansion
with the same principal part) on each vertical line, and that each has real part satisfying
Re ω ≤ D. In particular, since D is simple (see Remark 4.3), all the scaling complex dimensions {D + imp}m∈Z (where p = 2π/ log r−1 ) along the vertical line Re s = D are simple
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and have residue given by
res (ζL (s); D) =

log r−1

1
PN

n=1 kn r

kn D

.

(4.6)

In the nonlattice case, D is simple with residue
1

.

(4.7)

d−1
X
g s−k
(d − k)κk (G).
s−k
k=0

(4.8)

res (ζL (s); D) = PN

D
n=1 rn

log rn−1

Note that (4.7) is also valid in the lattice case.
Definition 4.6. Given s ∈ C, let
Γ s (G) :=

The sum extends only to d − 1 in (4.8) because one has κd ≡ 0 in the monophase case,
as noted in Definition 2.6.
Remark 4.7. Using that G is monophase, the Steiner-like representation (2.6) (with
P
d−k
κd = 0), and the relation V(G, g) = d−1
κk (G) (from (2.6)) it is not difficult to see that
k=0 g
for any real α ∈ (d − 1, d), one has
Z ∞
Z gX
Z ∞
d−1
dε
α−d
α−k−1
ε V(G, ε)
=
ε
κk (G)dε +
εα−d−1 V(G, g)dε
ε
0
0 k=0
g
d−1
d−1
X
X
gα−k
gα−k
κk (G) −
κk (G)
α−k
α−d
k=0
k=0
!
d−1
X
1
1
=
gα−k κk (G)
+
α−k d−α
k=0

=

1
Γα (G).
d−α
Since the volume V(G, ·) is clearly a strictly positive function on (0, ∞), this computation
shows that Γα (G) > 0 for any real α ∈ (d − 1, d). In particular, ΓD (G) > 0 under the
hypothesis of Theorem 4.8 below. See also [8, Rem. 4].
=

Theorem 4.8 (Minkowski measurability of self-similar tilings, monophase case). Suppose a self-similar tiling T in Rd has a single monophase generator G and the abscissa
of convergence D of the associated scaling zeta function ζL satisfies d − 1 < D. Then
dim MT = D. Moreover, T is Minkowski measurable if and only if ζL is nonlattice. In this
case, the Minkowski content of T is given by
MD (T ) =

(d − D)

ΓD (G)
,
PN D
−1
n=1 rn log rn

(4.9)

where ΓD (G) is as in (4.8). Moreover, 0 < MD (T ) < ∞. In the lattice case, the Minkowski
content of T does not exist, but the average Minkowski content MD (T ) exists and
MD (T ) =
Furthermore, 0 < MD (T ) < ∞.

ΓD (G)
.
PN k D
(d − D) n=1 r n kn log r−1

(4.10)
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Proof. First, note that d − 1 < D < d; the first inequality holds by hypothesis, and the
second holds for any self-similar tiling, by [33, Cor. 2.13].
Lattice case. In this case, the scaling ratios of the similarity mappings are rn = rkn ,
N
n = 1, . . . , N, for some 0 < r < 1 and positive integers {kn }n=1
. Moreover, the complex
dimensions of L are periodically distributed with period p = 2π/log r−1 along finitely
many vertical lines, the rightmost of which is the line Re s = D; see Remark 4.5 above and
[27, Thm. 3.6]. One can therefore take the screen S to be any vertical line in C of the form
Re s = θ, for which (i) d − 1 < θ < D, and (ii) the only scaling complex dimensions of
T in the window W are those with Re s = D. We then apply the methods of proof of [27,
Thm. 8.23] and [27, Thm. 8.30]. The tubular zeta function in [20, 21] is different from the
tubular zeta function corresponding to the 1-dimensional case considered in [27], but they
have similar forms. (Some discussion of this issue is provided in [27, §13.1].)
For clarity, we will now explain in detail how to complete the proof in the present
special case of a self-similar tiling in Rd with a monophase generator. In view of [21,
Rem. 5.6], all the poles of ζL on the line Re s = D are simple, including D itself. Moreover,
by [21, Rem. 5.6] or [27, Thm. 2.16] (see Remark 4.5), for each m ∈ Z, the residue of ζL
at the pole D + imp is independent of m and equal to
1
1
=
.
(4.11)
res (ζL (s); D) = PN
PN
−1
D
−1
kn D
log r
n=1 rn log rn
n=1 kn r
More specifically, we apply Theorem 3.5 with the aforementioned choice of screen S =
{Re s = θ}, where d − 1 < θ < D, to obtain


V(T, ε) = εd−D G logr−1 (ε−1 ) + O(εd−θ ), as ε → 0+ ,
(4.12)
where G is the R-valued periodic function (of period 1) on R given by the following absolutely convergent Fourier series expansion:
G(x) = res (ζL (s); D)

d−1
XX
m∈Z k=0

gD+imp−k (d − k)
κk (G)e2πimx
(D + imp − k)(d − D − imp)

X ΓD+imp (G)
= res (ζL (s); D)
e2πimx ,
d
−
D
−
imp
m∈Z

(4.13)

where we used (4.8) in the last equality. Note that the periodic function G is nonconstant
if and only if there is some m ∈ Z \ {0} for which the mth Fourier coefficient is nonzero.
Observe that ΓD+imp (G) , 0 for some m ∈ Z \ {0} if and only if ΓD+imp (G) , 0 for
some m ≥ 1, since the periodic function G is R-valued. In light of (4.13), and since
res (ζL (s); D) , 0 by (4.11), this occurs if and only if
ΓD+imp (G) =

d−1
X
k=0

gD+imp−k
(d − k)κk (G) , 0
D + imp − k

for some m ∈ Z \ {0}.

The validity of this last condition is seen as follows: first observe that
Γ s (G) := g s

d−1
X
g−k
p(s)
(d − k)κk (G) = g s
,
s
−
k
s(s
−
1)
.
. . (s − d + 1)
k=0

where p is some polynomial of degree at most d − 1. See also [8, Rem. 3] for a closely
related computation. Since Γ s (G) = 0 only if p(s) = 0, we conclude that Γ s (G) has at
most d − 1 zeros. This implies in particular that ΓD+imp (G) cannot be zero for all m ∈
Z \ {0}. Recall also that the 0th Fourier coefficient of G is positive because ΓD (G) > 0 by
Remark 4.7.
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Since θ < D, we have
O(εD−θ ) = o(1),

as ε → 0+ .

(4.14)

In combination with (4.12), this yields
ε−(d−D) V(T, ε) = G(logr−1 (ε−1 )) + o(1),

as ε → 0+ .

(4.15)

Since G has a nonzero 0th Fourier coefficient and is nonconstant, bounded and periodic,
it follows from (4.15) and (4.1) that T is not Minkowski measurable. Moreover, (4.15)
implies that T has Minkowski dimension D. Indeed, for any given α > D, the boundedness
of G implies that ε−(d−α) V(T, ε) vanishes as ε → 0+ . In light of (4.2), this yields dim MT ≤
D. For the reverse inequality, let α < D. Since G is periodic and not identically zero, we
can find a sequence of positive numbers (εn ) tending to 0 and some constant c , 0 such
α−D
that G(logr−1 (ε−1
G(logr−1 (ε−1
n )) = c for all n ∈ N. Obviously, we have |εn
n ))| → ∞ as
−(d−α)
n → ∞, which implies the same for the sequence εn
V(T, εn ). Hence, for any given
α < D, V(T, ε) is not O(εd−α ) as ε → 0+ , which (by (4.2)) proves dim MT ≥ D. The
inequality dim MT ≥ D can also be derived from the fact that the associated self-similar set
F is always a subset of the boundary of T , which immediately implies dim MT ≥ dim M F
(see [33, Prop. 6.1 and Rem. 5.12]). Note also that the Minkowski dimension dim M F of F
coincides with D, cf. Remark 4.3.
Finally, following the proof of [27, Thm. 8.30], we divide (4.12) by ε and integrate
from b1 to 1 with respect to ε, as in (4.3). With the change of variables x = logr−1 (ε−1 ), and
in view of (4.14), this yields
Z 1
Z log −1 b
r
dε
1
1
ε−(d−D) V(T, ε)
=
G(x) dx + o(1),
as b → ∞. (4.16)
log b 1/b
ε
logr−1 b 0
R1
Since G is 1-periodic, the latter expression tends to 0 G(x) dx as b → ∞. In view of
Definition 4.2, we deduce that the average Minkowski content MD (T ) exists and is given
by the 0th Fourier coefficient of G. In other words, (4.13) yields
Z 1
ΓD (G)
MD (T ) =
,
(4.17)
G(x) dx = res (ζL (s); D)
d−D
0
which coincides with (4.10), as claimed. Note that ΓD (G) > 0 by Remark 4.7. This
concludes the proof of Theorem 4.8 in the lattice case.
Nonlattice case. In this case, D is the only pole of ζL on the line Re s = D and
we follow the method of proof of [27, Thm. 8.36]. Because [27, Thm. 3.25] applies to
generalized self-similar strings, it holds even for D > 1. Consequently, the statement and
method of proof are applicable in the present context of self-similar tilings in Rd . As is
recalled in Remark 4.3, D is simple; see Thm. 2.16 or Thm. 3.6 of [27]. According to [27,
Thm. 3.25], there exists a screen S which lies to the left of the line Re s = D such that
ζL is bounded on S , and all the visible scaling complex dimensions are simple and have
uniformly bounded residues, in the sense that there is a constant C > 0 for which
|res (ζL (s); ω)| ≤ C,

for all ω ∈ DL (W),

(4.18)

where W is the window corresponding to S . In fact, the screen can be taken to be arbitrarily
close to (but bounded away from) the line Re s = D. More precisely, one can choose this
screen S = S f (so f denotes the function defining S ) such that
d − 1 < D − 2δ < inf f ≤ sup f < D − δ < D < d,

(4.19)
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for some fixed but arbitrarily small δ > 0. Except for ω = D, this ensures all the visible
complex dimensions ω of T lie in
.

Pδ := {s ∈ C .. D − 2δ < Re s < D}.

(4.20)

Since each ω ∈ DL (W) is simple and lies in Pδ , this choice of δ and S implies that DL (W)∩
{0, 1, . . . , d} = ∅; i.e., that there are no visible integer dimensions that are poles of ζT .
Hence, upon application of Theorem 3.5 to the above screen S , (3.9) becomes
X
V(T, ε) = cD εd−D +
cω εd−ω + R(ε),
(4.21)
ω∈DL (W)∩Pδ

where, in light of (3.10) and (4.8),
Γω (G)
,
for ω ∈ DL (W),
(4.22)
d−ω
including the case when ω = D. Note that cD > 0, since ΓD (G) > 0, by Remark 4.7, and
since D is a pole of ζL . Indeed, by [21, Rem. 5.6] or [27, Thm. 2.16] (see Remark 4.5), the
residue res (ζL (s); D) is given by the first equality of (4.11), and thus res (ζL (s); D) > 0.
In combination with (4.21) and the error estimate R(ε) = O(εd−sup f ) as ε → 0+ (from
Theorem 3.5), this implies
X
ε−(d−D) V(T, ε) = cD +
cω εD−ω + O(εD−sup f ),
as ε → 0+ .
(4.23)
cω = res (ζL (s); ω)

ω∈DL (W)∩Pδ

Also observe that since sup f ≤ D − δ, we have D − sup f ≥ δ, and hence


O εD−sup f = O(εδ ) = o(1),
as ε → 0+ .

(4.24)

To see that T is Minkowski measurable with Minkowski content
ΓD (G)
cD = res (ζL (s); s = D)
,
(4.25)
d−D
we reason as in the proof of [27, Thm. 8.36]. We first show that the sum in (4.23) is
absolutely convergent and tends to 0 as ε → 0+ ; see Definition 4.1. Indeed, note that
(4.18) and (4.22) implies
|cω | ≤ C

|Γω (G)|
,
|d − ω|

for ω ∈ DL (W),

where the positive constant C is as in (4.18). Therefore, for a fixed ε > 0, the sum in (4.23)
can be compared to
X
1
,
(4.26)
|ω|2
ω∈D (W)∩P
L

δ

which converges by the density estimate (3.10) of [27, Thm. 3.6], according to which the
P
1
poles of ζL have a linear density. In other words, (4.26) converges because ∞
n=1 n2 < ∞.
This argument enables us to apply the method of proof of [27, Thm. 5.17] to deduce
X
cω ε−ω = o(ε−D ),
as ε → 0+ ,
ω∈DL (W)∩Pδ

in light of (4.20), and hence that
X
cω εd−ω = o(εd−D ) = o(1),
ω∈DL (W)∩Pδ

as ε → 0+ ,

(4.27)
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since d > D. Observe that the sum in (4.27) converges for each fixed ε > 0. Now one can
see that (4.23), (4.24), and (4.27) imply that
ε−(d−D) V(T, ε) = cD + o(1),

as ε → 0+ .

(4.28)

In light of (4.1), it follows that
MD (T ) = lim+ ε−(d−D) V(T, ε) = cD ,
ε→0

(4.29)

which is both positive and finite, as noted above. Since 0 < MD (T ) < ∞, it follows that
dim MT = D and that T is Minkowski measurable. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.8 in the nonlattice case.

Remark 4.9. One can use the explicit form of (4.13) in the proof of Theorem 4.8 to
obtain more information on the periodic function G. In particular, the methods of [27, §8
and §10] allow one to show that G is bounded away from 0 and from ∞, and hence that
0 < M? (T ) < M? (T ) < ∞ in the lattice case.
Remark 4.10. Note that the proof of Theorem 4.8 in the lattice case is only given
for a (monophase) tiling with a single generator. For the case of multiple generators, it is
possible for cancellations to occur in the formula for ζL , which results in the disappearance
of some of the complex dimensions. Showing that T is not Minkowski measurable in this
case requires some care: one must check that after such cancellations, there still remains
infinitely many complex dimensions on the line Re s = D (as is the case when d = 1; cf.
[27, Thm. 8.25 and Cor. 8.27]). These technical issues are beyond the scope of the present
paper but will be considered in [22], along with some possible counterexamples.
Remark 4.11. The proof of Theorem 4.8 provides a detailed explanation of the argument behind [20, Rem. 10.6], while Theorem 4.8 itself justifies, completes, and strengthens
[20, Cor. 8.5]. While [20] pertains to the distributional context, the present (pointwise) result still applies (and is, in fact, stronger).
5. Minkowski measurability of self-similar fractals
In [33, Thm. 6.2], precise conditions are given for when the (inner) parallel sets of the
tiles in a self-similar tiling can be used to decompose the parallel sets of the corresponding
self-similar set. In this section, we study the Minkowski measurability of self-similar sets
F ⊂ Rd to which a self-similar tiling T = T (O) with a monophase generator G can be
associated. The main geometric requirement needed to transfer the results obtained above
for T to the associated self-similar set F is that O can be chosen such that bd O ⊂ F. Let
S
.
us continue to write K := O and A−ε := {x ∈ A .. d(x, Ac ) ≤ ε} and T := R∈T R, and recall
that Aε (or Kε ) is as defined in (1.2).
Theorem 5.1 (Compatibility theorem [33, Thm. 6.2]). For the inner parallel set of an
open set A ⊂ Rd , one has the disjoint decomposition
Fε \ F = T −ε ∪ (Kε \ K) ,

for all ε ≥ 0,

(5.1)

if and only if the following compatibility condition is satisfied:
bd K ⊆ F.

(5.2)

In this case, a tube formula for the self-similar set F can be obtained simply by adding
to V(T, ε) the (outer) parallel volume λd (Kε \ K) of K; see the examples in [21, §6].
Recall from (1.1) the definition of the (α-dimensional) Minkowski content Mα (A) of a
set A ⊂ Rd , and that A is Minkowski measurable if and only if the number Mα (A) exists and
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is positive and finite. The relation (5.1) suggests that for the existence of the Minkowski
content of F, it is not only the Minkowski content MD (T ) of the tiling T which plays an
important role. There is also a contribution of the outer Minkowski content Mout
D (K) of the
tiled set K = O, which is defined as follows.
Definition 5.2. Let A ⊂ Rd and α ∈ [0, d]. When the limit exists, the number
α−d
Mout
(λd (Aε ) − λd (A))
α (A) := lim+ ε
ε→0

(5.3)

is called the outer α-dimensional Minkowski content of A.
For sets A with λd (A) = 0 it obviously coincides with the usual Minkowski content.
(In general, Mout
α (A) is also equivalent to the relative Minkowski content of A (or bd A)
relative to the set Ac , as discussed in [36], for example.) Therefore, for the self-similar set
F, it makes no difference whether we use the usual Minkowski content or its outer version.
For the contribution of the set K, however, the outer Minkowski content is exactly the right
notion.
Since Theorem 5.4 requires the self-similar set F to satisfy the OSC and the hypotheses of Theorem 4.8, it follows from this latter theorem (and Remark 4.3) that Theorem 5.4
pertains to a situation where D = δ(F) = dim M F = dim MT .
Remark 5.3. In the following theorem (Theorem 5.4), we assume that Mout
D (K) exists
with 0 ≤ Mout
(K)
<
∞.
This
is
equivalent
to
the
assumption
that
either
K
is (outer)
D
Minkowski measurable of dimension D or that its D-dimensional outer Minkowski content
vanishes; see (5.3) and Remark 5.6.
Theorem 5.4 (Minkowski measurability of self-similar fractals, monophase case). Let
F be a self-similar set in Rd which has Minkowski dimension D ∈ (d − 1, d) and satisfies
the open set condition. Assume there exists a feasible open set O for F such that
bd O ⊂ F,

(5.4)

and such that the associated tiling T (O) has a single monophase generator, and assume
out
that for the closure K := O of O, the limit Mout
D (K) exists and satisfies 0 ≤ MD (K) < ∞.
Then F is Minkowski measurable if and only if F is nonlattice. In this case, the
Minkowski content of F is given by
MD (F) = MD (T ) + Mout
D (K),

(5.5)

where MD (T ) is the Minkowski content of T , and both MD (F) and MD (T ) also lie in the
open interval (0, ∞). In the lattice case, the Minkowski content of F does not exist, but the
average Minkowski content MD (F) exists and is given by
MD (F) = MD (T ) + Mout
D (K),

(5.6)

where MD (T ) is the average Minkowski content as in (4.10). Again, 0 < MD (F) < ∞.
Proof. The assumption D < d ensures that a self-similar tiling T (O) exists for each
feasible set O for the open set condition of F; see Section 3 or [33, Thm. 5.7]. Now fix
some O such that the hypotheses on O and G are satisfied. By [33, Thm. 6.2], (5.4) ensures
that we have the disjoint decomposition (5.1). Since λd (F) = 0, this yields the relation
λd (Fε ) = V(T, ε) + (λd (Kε ) − λd (K))

(5.7)
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for the volume of these sets. Multiplying (5.7) by εD−d and taking the limits as ε → 0+ ,
one obtains
lim εD−d λd (Fε ) = lim+ εD−d V(T, ε) + lim+ εD−d (λd (Kε ) − λd (K)).

ε→0+

ε→0

ε→0

(5.8)

On the right side of (5.8), the second limit is Mout
D (K), which exists in [0, ∞) by assumption, while the first limit is MD (T ), provided this number exists. By Theorem 4.8, this is
the case exactly when the tiling (and thus F) is nonlattice. Hence the limit on the left side
of (5.8) (i.e., MD (F)) exists in (0,∞) if and only if F is nonlattice. In particular, the set F
is not Minkowski measurable in the lattice case. Formula (5.5) follows immediately from
(5.8) in the nonlattice case, while (5.6) follows similarly (in the lattice case) by comparing the corresponding average limits and noting that (as in the case Mout
D (K)) an average
limit exists whenever the corresponding limit exists, and then they both coincide. This
concludes the proof of Theorem 5.4.

Remark 5.5. As was alluded to in the proof of Theorem 5.4, the self-similar fractal F
is nonlattice if and only if the corresponding self-similar tiling T is nonlattice. Note that,
as discussed in Remark 4.10, the proof (and statement) given here covers only the case of
a single generator; for full details, see [22].
The fact that a self-similar fractal F in Rd (which satisfies the open set condition)
is Minkowski measurable if and only if it is nonlattice was conjectured in [17, Conj. 3,
p.163]. Theorem 5.4 resolves this conjecture (under the further conditions specified by
the hypotheses). For d = 1, this was established in [27, Thm. 8.23 and Thm. 8.36]. We
refer the interested reader to [27, Rem. 8.17 and Rem. 8.39] for further discussion of this
conjecture, and about earlier related work in [23, 17, 9] when d = 1, and to [27, §12.5] for
d ≥ 2.
Remark 5.6. Note that (5.4) implies D ≥ d − 1, since the (Minkowski) dimension of
the boundary of a nonempty and bounded open subset of Rd is at least d − 1; see [16]. So
the hypothesis D > d − 1 just excludes the equality case D = d − 1. This is necessary in
order to apply Theorem 4.8.
It is worth noting that one has Mout
D (K) = 0, in particular, for all feasible sets O with
finite surface area. Thus the corresponding condition in Theorem 5.4 is not a restriction,
provided O can be chosen to have a nonfractal boundary. Moreover, in case Mout
D (K) = 0,
the formulas (5.5) and (5.6) obviously simplify and the (average) Minkowski contents of
the set F and the associated tiling T coincide.
In contrast, condition (5.4) and the assumption that the generators are monophase
impose serious restrictions on the class of sets covered by this result. To overcome the
assumption of monophase generators, a suitable generalization of Theorem 4.8 is required
which one might be able to derive from the general tube formulas obtained in [21]; this
issue will be examined in [22]. Concerning the compatibility condition (5.4), there is
a principal restriction on its validity. For certain sets, like Koch-type curves or totally
disconnected sets, this condition is never satisfied; cf. [33, Prop. 6.3]. See also the top part
of Figure 2.1 for a depiction of the self-similar tiling associated with the Koch curve. It was
recently shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a feasible set
O satisfying bd O ⊂ F is that the complement of F has a bounded connected component,
see [34] and [33, end of §6]. This criterion can easily be checked and shows precisely
the range of applicability and the limitations of the approach to study self-similar sets via
self-similar tilings of feasible open sets.
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Finally, we recall that as mentioned in Remark 2.7, it was recently shown in [15] that
any polytope in Rd (d ≥ 1) which admits an inscribed ball is monophase. Therefore, the
monophase assumption in Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 5.4 is satisfied under this condition
on the generator.
Example 5.7. Consider the Sierpinski gasket SG defined by the iterated function system
Φ1 (z) := 21 z,

√
and Φ3 (z) := 12 z + 14 (1 + i 3).

Φ2 (z) := 12 z + 12 ,

(5.9)

These mappings have contraction ratios rn = 12 , for n = 1, 2, 3, and we have D = DF =
DT = σ = log2 3 because the system (5.9) satisfies the open set condition. The scaling
zeta function is
ζL (s) =

1
,
1 − 3 · 2−s

(5.10)

and the set of scaling complex dimensions is
.

DL = {D + inp .. n ∈ Z}

for D = log2 3, p =

2π
log 2 .

(5.11)

Consider the associated tiling T (O), where O is the interior of the convex hull of SG ; this
self-similar tiling is depicted in the middle part of Figure 2.1. Then O is a feasible open
set for SG , and K = O satisfies the compatibility condition (5.4), along with the other
assumptions of Theorem 5.4. In particular, this tiling has a single monophase generator
S
G = O \ 3n=1 Φn (K), which is an equilateral triangle with inradius g = 4 √1 3 . The tube
formula for this tiling was computed in [31, (6.29)] (see also [20, §9.3]) to be
√
! !2−D−inp
3 X
1
2
1
ε
V(SG , ε) =
−
+
−
16 log 2 n∈Z D + inp D − 1 + inp D − 2 + inp g
+

33/2 2
ε − 3ε.
2

(5.12)

Note that this formula is exact, i.e., the sum is taken over all the complex dimensions and
hence there is no error term as in Theorem 3.5. See [20, (9.12)] for a refined derivation of
this formula; this self-similar tiling of the Sierpinski gasket is also discussed in [33, 19, 21].
Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 5.4 imply that the Sierpinski gasket F is not Minkowski
measurable but that its average Minkowski content exists (in (0, ∞)) and is given by (4.10).
Applying (4.3) to (5.12) directly would involve a certain amount of effort, but one can
instead use Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 5.4. One can obtain the 0th Fourier coefficient of G
from (5.12) by factoring ε2−D out of the summation and extracting the term with n = 0:
√
√
!
√ 2−D
3
1
2
1
2 31−D
− +
−
4 3
=
.
(5.13)
16 log 2 D D − 1 D − 2
3D(D − 1)(2 − D) log 2
This is the mean value of G and hence the Minkowski content of T ; note that it is positive
because 1 < D < 2. Since Theorem 5.4 applies and MD (K) = 0 (because D < 2), we
conclude that the Sierpinski gasket SG has average Minkowski content
√
2 31−D
MD (SG ) = MD (T ) =
= 1.8125913503790578 . . . .
(5.14)
3D(D − 1)(2 − D) log 2
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This value can also be derived in a different way: substituting the scaling ratios into (4.11)
yields
res (ζL (s); D) = P
3

n=1 ·

1
 D
1
2

=
log 2

1
1
=
,
3 · 31 log 2 log 2

and the inner tube formula for the (monophase) generator is
√ 2
1
1


 2√ε − 3ε , 0 ≤ ε ≤ 4 √3 ,
V(G, ε) = 

 3,
ε ≥ 4 √1 3 ,
16
so κ0 = −31/2 and κ1 = 21 . With this, (4.17) becomes
√
!!
gD
2 31−D
1
gD−1
3
3/2
=
(2)(−3 ) +
(2 − 1)
,
(2 − D) log 2 D
D−1
2
3D(D − 1)(2 − D) log 2

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

in agreement with (5.14).
An entirely analogous example could be provided for the Sierpinski carpet, whose
associated self-similar tiling is depicted in the bottom part of Figure 2.1.
Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful for the careful and insightful comments
provided by a diligent referee.
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